NAVIGATION
find the most efficient route through campus

BEGIN

Food Truck
Frat Row
Unsavory Coworker
Marching Band
Lab Chemical Spill
Student Protest
Crying Undergrad

END
THE STUDENT

COMPLETE THE STUDENT'S FACE

COMPLETE THE STUDENT'S THOUGHTS

COLOR THE PARTS OF THE BRAIN THAT ARE FIRING IN THE STUDENT'S MIND

YOU TUBE BINGE
MISSING FAMILY DOG

WEEEKEND BOOZE RUN

SNAPCHAT

COLOR THE PAR7J' OF THE BRAIN THAT ARE FIRING IN THE STUDENT'S MIND
THE FACULTY MEMBER

COLOR THE PARTS OF THE BRAIN
THAT ARE FIRING IN THE FACULTY MEMBER'S MIND

COMPLETE THE FACULTY MEMBER'S THOUGHTS

COMPLETE THE FACULTY MEMBER'S FACE

- COLONOSCOPY RESULTS
- DEPT. CHAIR MTG.
- PENDING DIVORCE
- 3PM LECTURE
- NETFLIX BINGE
- HOLE IN FAVORITE PANTS
Then vs. Now
FIND AND COLOR AT LEAST ONE BOOK
IN THE 20TH AND 21ST CENTURY LIBRARIES
ADMINISTRATION

COLOR THE RED TAPE RED
COLOR THE CAMPUS

COLOR THE CAMPUS
AS IT APPEARS DURING PARENTS’ WEEKEND